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KINDERS

Childrens Event
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As part of the UEFA Euro 2024 Fanzones, rap crew KINDERS promise an
unforgettable party especially for children and their families with their unique
participatory hip-hop show. Remmi Demmi and Matti MC will get the young fans
dancing, singing and jumping with the energetic beats of Beatboy Olli and catchy
songs.

Just in time for the tournament, KINDERS presents two brand new football songs:
"Wir sind die 11" and "Straßenkicker". Both tracks reflect the enthusiasm and team
spirit that football fever triggers. With "Wir sind die 11", kids belt out the ultimate
fan song for the German national team, and "Straßenkicker" evokes the pure joy
of playing football on the pitch. These songs are the perfect accompaniment to
celebrating the tournament together and loudly supporting the team.

After the show, it gets personal: Remmi Demmi and Matti MC are on hand to
sign autographs for their young fans and share their enthusiasm. The KINDERS
participatory concerts in the UEFA Euro 2024 fan zones are a must for all kids who
love music, hip-hop and football. Be there and experience the unique sound of
KINDERS live!

Get your upgrade now!

Experience KINDERS in an exclusive atmosphere at the Fan Zone Mainufer.

Would you like to experience the free event up close and in a special ambience?
Get your ticket for our exclusive hospitality tent! With a direct view of the Big Screen
and the Main Stage, you can enjoy the best of both worlds here.

Tickets from € 59.00

Venue:
Main Stage
Untermainkai
60329 Frankfurt am Main

Organizer:
Tourismus+Congress GmbH Frankfurt am Main
Kaiserstraße 56
60329 Frankfurt am Main - Bahnhofsviertel
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Our hospitality area offers you comfortable seating and standing room, delicious
food and refreshing drinks - all included in the ticket price. The hospitality tent
always opens at 17:00 and is waiting to provide you with unforgettable moments.

Organiser: Tourismus+Congress GmbH Frankfurt am Main

Events:
Freitag, 12.07.2024, 17:30 - 18:00 Uhr


